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Inspired by the recent progress in the field of scattering amplitudes, we discuss hypothetical
particles which can be characterised as the double copies of fermions – in the same way gravitons can
be viewed as double copies of gauge bosons. As the gravitons, these hypothetical particles interact
only through gravitational interactions. We present two equivalent methods for the computation of
the relevant scattering amplitudes. The hypothetical particles can be massive and non-relativistic.
INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that there is a close relationship be-
tween scattering amplitudes in pure Yang-Mills theory
and gravity. This relationship can be expressed in several
equivalent ways. One possibility is given by the Kawai-
Lewellen-Tye (KLT) relations [1], a second possibility is
based on a duality between colour and kinematic numer-
ators [2] and coined the expression “double copy”, while a
third possibility uses the Cachazo-He-Yuan (CHY) repre-
sentation of amplitudes [3, 4]. In this letter we are inter-
ested in extending this relationship on the gauge theory
side from pure Yang-Mills theory – consisting of mass-
less gauge bosons (“gluons”) in the adjoint representa-
tion of the gauge group – towards a QCD-like theory by
including massless or massive fermions (“quarks”) in the
fundamental representation of the gauge group. We will
study the corresponding extension on the gravity side,
consisting of double copies of gluons, quarks and anti-
quarks. We discuss two methods for the computation of
the gravitational amplitudes and present evidence that
they give identical results. The first method is based on
colour-kinematics duality and incorporates ideas already
present in the literature [2, 5–7]. The second method
generalises the KLT-relations [1, 8–12] and relates – sim-
ilar to the CHY-representation – gravitational ampli-
tudes, gauge amplitudes and three-valent scalar ampli-
tudes. The generalised KLT relations and the fact that
they agree with colour-kinematics duality are new results.
We present a simple formula for the KLT momentum ker-
nel. Our approach does not rely on supersymmetry nor
string theory.
The quarks and the associated double copies may be
massless or massive, giving us the opportunity of defining
gravitational amplitudes with massive non-relativistic
particles. These massive particles interact only through
gravitational interactions. We comment on the implica-
tions for dark matter.
NOTATION
We consider a scattering process with n external par-
ticles. We will assume that nq of these particles carry
flavour (with 0 ≤ nq ≤ ⌊n/2⌋) and that nq additional
particles carry the corresponding anti-flavour. We will
further assume that the flavour of any pair of flavoured
particles is distinct, as is the flavour of any pair of anti-
flavoured particles. The number of un-flavoured parti-
cles is denoted by ng and clearly we have n = ng + 2nq.
Flavoured particles may be massive, while un-flavoured
particles are assumed to be massless. We consider three
types of tree-level amplitudes:
1. double-ordered scalar amplitudes mn(p, w, w˜),
2. single-ordered gauge amplitudes An(p, w, ε),
3. un-ordered gravitational amplitudes Mn(p, ε, ε˜).
The notation for the arguments of the various amplitudes
is as follows: We denote the n-tuple of external momenta
by p = (p1, ..., pn) and an external order (being a permu-
tation of (1, ..., n)) by w. The single-ordered gauge am-
plitudes An are the well-known tree-level primitive QCD
amplitudes. These depend also on external polarisations,
i.e. polarisation vectors εj for external gluons, spinors
u¯j for out-going fermions and spinors vj for out-going
anti-fermions. Unless stated otherwise we will assume
all particles to be out-going. We denote the n-tuple of
external polarisations by ε. The double-ordered scalar
amplitudes mn depend on two orderings w and w˜, the
un-ordered gravitational amplitudes Mn depend on two
n-tuples of polarisations ε and ε˜. The polarisation of
a double copy of a gluon is described by a product of
spin-1 polarisation vectors. The equal spin cases ε±µ ε
±
ν
correspond to the two polarisations of a single graviton,
while the opposite spin cases ε±µ ε
∓
ν corresponds to linear
combinations of a dilaton and an antisymmetric tensor.
If an external state in An corresponds to a quark, then
the polarisation of the corresponding external state in
Mn will be described by
u¯λαu¯
λ˜
β. (1)
This motivates the name “double copy of a fermion” in
the title. Again, the spins may be equal u¯±α u¯
±
β , or oppo-
site u¯±α u¯
∓
β , leading to 2 + 2 = 4 polarisation states. In
2a similar way, if an external state in An corresponds to
an anti-quark, then the polarisation of the corresponding
external state in Mn will be described by v
λ
αv
λ˜
β , which
may be dubbed “double copy of an anti-fermion”.
We review some properties of the primitive QCD am-
plitudes An. For fixed n and a given flavour assignment
there are relations among the amplitudes An with dif-
ferent external orders w, consisting of cyclic invariance,
the Kleiss-Kuijf relations [13], the “no-crossed-flavour-
lines”-relations and the Bern-Carrasco-Johansson (BCJ)
relations [14–21]. The number of independent amplitudes
is
Nbasis =
{
(n− 3)!, nq ∈ {0, 1},
(n− 3)! 2(nq−1)
nq !
, nq ≥ 2. (2)
A possible basis is given for nq = 0 by the external or-
derings
B = { l1l2...ln | l1 = g1, ln−1 = gn−1, ln = gn } .
For nq = 1 we may choose
B = { l1l2...ln | l1 = q1, ln−1 = gn−2, ln = q¯1 } .
For nq ≥ 2 we may choose
B =
{
l1l2...ln ∈ Dycknq | l1 = q1, ln−1 ∈ {q¯2, ..., q¯nq},
ln = q¯1 } .
The set Dycknq of Dyck words is defined as follows [22,
23]: Let us assume that a quark of flavour i corresponds
to an opening bracket “(i” and an antiquark of flavour
i to a closing bracket “)i”. A Dyck word is any word
with properly matched brackets, where closing brackets
of type i only match with opening brackets of type i.
We denote by T (w) the set of all ordered tree diagrams
with trivalent flavour-conserving vertices and external or-
dering w. This allows two types of vertices: A vertex with
three un-flavoured particles (“three-gluon vertex”) and
a vertex with one flavoured, one anti-flavoured and one
un-flavoured particle (“quark-antiquark-gluon vertex”).
For nq = 0 the number of diagrams in the set T (w) is
(2n − 4)!/(n − 2)!/(n − 1)!, for nq > 0 the number of
diagrams will depend on w. Two diagrams with different
external orderings are considered to be equivalent, if we
can transform one diagram into the other by a sequence
of flips. Under a flip operation one exchanges at a ver-
tex two branches. We denote by T (w1) ∩ T (w2) the set
of diagrams compatible with the external orderings w1
and w2 and by nflip(w1, w2) the number of flips needed
to transform any diagram from T (w1) ∩ T (w2) with the
external ordering w1 into a diagram with the external
ordering w2. The number nflip(w1, w2) will be the same
for all diagrams from T (w1) ∩ T (w2). For a diagram
G we denote by E(G) the set of the internal edges and
by se and me the Lorentz invariant and the mass cor-
responding to the internal edge e. We denote by U the
set of all unordered tree diagrams with trivalent flavour-
conserving vertices. The number of diagrams in the set
U is (2n− 5)!!/(2nq − 1)!!.
COLOUR-KINEMATICS DUALITY
In this paragraph we review the construction based
on colour-kinematics duality [2, 6]. Colour-kinematics
duality states that primitive QCD amplitudes can always
be brought into a form
An (p, w, ε) = i
∑
G∈T (w)
N (G)
D (G)
with D (G) =
∏
e∈E(G)
(
se −m2e
)
, (3)
where the kinematical numerators N(G) satisfy antisym-
metry and Jacobi relations whenever the corresponding
colour factors do. This will require to decompose dia-
grams with four-gluon vertices into diagrams with triva-
lent vertices only. In general, a solution for the kinemati-
cal numerators will not be unique. This freedom is known
as generalised gauge invariance. Once the kinematical
numerators are constructed, the gravitational amplitude
is given by
Mn (p, ε, ε˜) = (−1)n−3 i
∑
G∈U
N (G)N (G)
D (G)
. (4)
Eq. (4) is independent of generalised gauge transforma-
tions.
GENERALISED KLT-RELATIONS
For w1, w2 ∈ B we define a Nbasis×Nbasis-dimensional
matrix m by
mw1w2 = (−1)n−3+nflip(w1,w2)∑
G∈T (w1)∩T (w2)
∏
e∈E(G)
1
se −m2e
. (5)
We define the momentum kernel S [1, 10, 24–26] as the
inverse of the matrix m:
S = m−1. (6)
Eq. (5) defines the double-ordered scalar amplitudes mn
mn (p, w, w˜) = mww˜. (7)
The un-ordered gravitational amplitude Mn is given by
Mn (p, ε, ε˜) = −i
∑
w,w˜∈B
An (p, w, ε)Sww˜An (p, w˜, ε˜) .
(8)
3For nq = 0 eq. (8) is the well-known KLT-relation [1]
expressed in the basis B, relating pure gluon amplitudes
in Yang-Mills theory to graviton amplitudes in gravity.
Eq. (8) in combination with eq. (5) and eq. (6) is the
appropriate generalisation for nq > 0. This is a new
result. The essential ingredient is the restriction to di-
agrams with flavour-conserving vertices in the definition
of the set T (w). This implies that for n = 4 and nq = 2
the momentum kernel S differs from the one for n = 4
and nq = 0, 1. We have checked for all cases with n ≤ 8
that eq. (8) agrees with eq. (4). Starting from n = 8 and
nq = 4 the entries of S will involve a non-factorisable
polynomial in the denominator. The zeros of this poly-
nomial are spurious singularities. This can be understood
from eq. (4), since the numerators N(G) can be chosen
as local functions. To achieve locality for the n = 8,
nq = 4 numerators a rearrangement proportional to the
fundamental “Jacobi” identity
T a1T a2 − T a2T a1 − ifa1a2bT b = 0 (9)
is necessary for Feynman gauge.
AMPLITUDES
We will write for the gravitational amplitude with the
coupling reinserted
Mn (p, ε, ε˜) =
(κ
4
)n−2
Mn (p, ε, ε˜) . (10)
We have κ =
√
32πGN in the Gauß unit system. The
perturbative expansion is in κ/4. This is due to our con-
ventions for the cyclic ordered three-gluon vertrex. We
use
igµ1µ2 (pµ31 − pµ32 ) + cyclic permutations. (11)
In the literature one also finds the convention that the
three-gluon vertex has an extra factor 1/
√
2, in which
case κ/2 would appear in eq. (10).
Let us consider the four-point amplitudes involving
“double copies of fermions”. The four-point amplitudes
are the most relevant ones for phenomenological applica-
tions. We can construct them from the primitive QCD
amplitudes. We denote by
A4 = A4
(
qλ11 , g
λ2
2 , g
λ3
3 , q¯
λ4
4
)
(12)
the four-point amplitude for a quark-antiquark pair and
two gluons. The variables λi label the spin states. The
quarks may be massive. The amplitude in eq. (12) is
cyclic ordered and has poles 1/(2p1p2) and 1/(2p2p3).
Similar, we denote by
A′4 = A4
(
qλ11 , q
′
2
λ2 , q¯′3
λ3 , q¯λ44
)
(13)
the four-point amplitude for two non-identical quark-
antiquark pairs. The quarks may be massive, we denote
the mass of q1 and q¯4 by m and the mass of q
′
2 and q¯
′
3 by
m′. The amplitude in eq. (13) is cyclic ordered and has
a pole 1/(2p2p3 + 2m
′2). Let us denote double copies of
gluons by h and double copies of quarks/antiquarks by d
and d¯. From eq. (8) we obtain
M4
(
dλ1λ˜11 , h
λ2λ˜2
2 , h
λ3λ˜3
3 , d¯
λ4λ˜4
4
)
= −i2p1p2 2p2p3
2p1p3
A4
(
qλ11 , g
λ2
2 , g
λ3
3 , q¯
λ4
4
)
A4
(
qλ˜11 , g
λ˜2
2 , g
λ˜3
3 , q¯
λ˜4
4
)
(14)
and
M ′4
(
dλ1λ˜11 , d
′
2
λ2λ˜2 , d¯′3
λ3λ˜3 , d¯λ4λ˜44
)
= i
(
2p2p3 + 2m
′2
)
A4
(
qλ11 , q
′
2
λ2 , q¯′3
λ3 , q¯λ44
)
A4
(
qλ˜11 , q
′
2
λ˜2 , q¯′3
λ˜3 , q¯λ˜44
)
.
(15)
The amplitudes M4 and M
′
4 are free of double poles. In
the case ofM4, the prefactors 2p1p2 and 2p2p3 cancel one
of the double poles obtained by squaring A4. The same
is true forM ′4. Here, the prefactor (2p2p3+2m
′2) cancels
the double pole obtained by squaring A′4. Note that the
appropriate momentum kernel for M ′4 is the 1×1-matrix
S = − (2p2p3 + 2m′2) . (16)
The minus sign is responsible for an attractive 1/r-
potential in the classical limit.
CROSS SECTIONS
For the computation of the cross section we have to
sum over all spin states of the theory. In this section
we consider for all double copies all four possible spin
states ++, −−, +− and −+. This has the advantage
that the spin sum for M factorises into two individual
spin sums for A. Let us first consider M4 from eq. (14).
The spin-summed matrix element squared is given by
|M4|2 = κ
4
256
(2p1p2)
2
(2p2p3)
2
(2p1p3)
2
(
|A4|2
)2
, (17)
where |A4|2 is the spin-summed matrix element squared
obtained from the colour-ordered QCD process 0 →
q1g2g3q¯4. We have
|A4|2 = (18)
8
[
2
(
s−m2)2
t2
+
4s
t
+ 3 +
t+ 4m2
s−m2 +
4m4
(s−m2)2
]
.
The Mandelstam variables are as usual s = (p1 + p2)
2,
t = (p2 + p3)
2 and u = (p1 + p3)
2. For the annihilation
4cross section d¯1d4 → h2h3 we obtain
σ =
4πG2N
4E1E4 |~v1 − ~v4|
[
7
60
t2 +
16
15
m2t+
103
15
m4 + 8
m6
t
−4m
4
χt
(
t2 + 4m2t− 4m4) ln( t+ χ
t− χ
)]
, (19)
with χ =
√
t(t− 4m2). The quantity 4E1E4|~v1 − ~v4|
denotes the flux factor of the incoming particles d¯1 and
d4. Let us now look at M′4 from eq. (15). We have
|M′4|2 =
κ4
256
(
2p2p3 + 2m
′2
)2 (|A′4|2)2 , (20)
with
|A′4|2 = 8
[
2
(
u−m2 −m′2)2
t2
+
2u
t
+ 1
]
. (21)
Let us first look at the process d¯1d4 → d′2d¯′3, i.e. the
annihilation of the pair d¯1d4 followed by the creation of
a pair d′2d¯
′
3 of different flavour. We obtain for the corre-
sponding cross section
σ =
4πG2N
4E1E4 |~v1 − ~v4|
√
t− 4m′2
t
[
7
30
t2
+
4
5
(
m2 +m′2
)
t+
16
15
(
m4 +m′4
)
+
64
15
m2m′2
+
32
15
m2m′2
(
m2 +m′2
)
t
+
32m4m′4
5t2
]
. (22)
The matrix element of eq. (20) is also relevant to the
crossing d4d
′
3 → d1d′2, i.e. the scattering of d4 and d′3. We
obtain for the differential cross section with z = − cos θ
dσ
dz
=
4πG2N
4E3E4 |~v3 − ~v4|
√
P 2
s
[
4
(
s−m2 −m′2)4
P 4 (z + 1)
2
−4s
(
s−m2 −m′2)2
P 2 (z + 1)
+
(
s−m2 −m′2)2
+
1
16
(
4s− P 2 (z + 1))2] . (23)
Here, we set
P 2 =
1
s
[(
s−m2 −m′2)2 − 4m2m′2] . (24)
It is instructive to consider the non-relativistic limit of
eq. (23). In the centre-of-mass system one finds
dσ
dz
=
2πG2Nm
2m′2
E2 (z + 1)2
, (25)
where E is the total kinetic energy. This may be com-
pared with the classical Rutherford cross section for the
gravitational scattering of two particles of mass m and
m′:
dσ
dz
Rutherford
=
2πG2Nm
2m′2
4E2 (z + 1)
2 . (26)
The cross section of eq. (25) is a factor 4 larger than the
Rutherford cross section. The explanation is as follows:
We may analyse A′4 and M
′
4 in the non-relativistic limit.
In this limit, the internal propagator is almost on-shell
and we may replace the tensor structure by a polarisation
sum. One finds that both polarisations + and − of the
internal gluon contribute to A′4 with equal strength. This
implies thatM ′4 receives equal contributions from all four
polarisations ++, −−, +− and −+. Therefore M ′4 is a
factor 2 larger compared to an amplitude with only ++
and −− exchange. This gives a factor 4 in the cross
section.
DARK MATTER
Let us recall the main features of dark matter. Dark
matter constitutes roughly 25% of the energy content of
the universe. Up to now, all evidence for dark matter
is gravitational. The structure formation of the universe
indicates that the major part of dark matter is either
cold or warm, thus suggesting massive non-relativistic
particles as candidates for dark matter.
The model discussed in this letter might be relevant to
the discussion of dark matter. Double copies of fermions
interact only through gravitational interactions 1. The
double copies of fermions may be massive and thus non-
relativistic. As they only interact gravitationally, they
are dissipationless, compatible with the observation of
dark matter halos around galaxies.
However, as they only interact gravitationally, all cross
sections are tiny. The explanation of the dark matter
relic abundance within this model would require a non-
thermal production mechanism. In addition we would
like to mention that in the previous section we considered
for simplicity for all particles all four possible spin states.
A realistic analysis might require to restrict all states to
the equal spin states ++ and −−. Techniques to achieve
this with the help of ghosts are discussed in [6].
CONCLUSIONS
In this letter we considered double copies of massless
or massive fermions. These double copies interact only
through gravitational interactions. We constructed the
1 There are other dark matter models, where dark matter particles
interact only through gravitational interactions [27–29].
5tree-level scattering amplitudes by two different methods:
The first method is based on colour-kinematics duality.
Our second method generalises the KLT-relations and
relates gravitational amplitudes, gauge amplitudes and
trivalent scalar amplitudes. It is remarkable that both
methods compute the same quantity. Double copies of
massive fermions can be non-relativistic and might be
relevant to the discussion of dark matter. We gave ex-
plicit expressions for the most relevant cross sections.
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